HOW TO IDENTIFY EXPLORATIONS COURSES

The following is the list of the course designations for the Explorations Curriculum requirements:

CE – Creative Expression
CI – Community Interests
ES – Explorations in Scholarship First-Year Seminar
GP – Global Perspectives
IA – Interpretation or Analysis
QA – Quantitative Analysis
SM – Scientific Methodologies
WR – Writing Reinforcement

In looking for courses that fulfill Explorations requirements, pay attention to the section and title for courses in the Class Schedule and on Thesis. Where the Explorations designations appear are shown in red below:

AR 112 A-CE Three-Dimensional Design (IA) 09:30AM 10:50AM TTH Instructor ARA227
The first letter following the department and course number is the section; in this example the section is A
The next two letters represent the first Explorations designation, CE

If a course may fulfill a second Explorations requirement, the designation will appear at the end of the course title in parentheses (IA)

Students may use individual courses to fulfill only one requirement, regardless of the number of designations assigned to a specific course.

For additional information on the Explorations Curriculum, please see:
http://www.bsc.edu/academics/explorations/index.cfm